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'eke zepa izy il `p dpd

  When the malachim arrived in Sedom to destroy the city and save Lot and his family, Lot violated local bylaws by inviting these strangers in.
Upset at his introducing strange customs to their locale, the city's residents and leaders banged on Lot's front door. When they asked him to turn over
his guests, Lot understood their illicit and immoral intention and in an effort to save them, he offered to give away his two single daughters for them to
do to her as they pleased.  This seems ludicrous.  Lot modeled his chesed after what he saw in the house of Avraham Avinu.  In fact, he became so
dedicated to this mitzvah, that he risked his own life in order to save the lives of those who he didn’t even know.  This much, is commendable, perhaps.
Offering to trade his daughters’ innocence for their safety, however, is corrupt, and negates the entire mitzvah.

We would like to suggest the following:  Avraham Avinu excelled in the mitzvah of chesed because he wanted to emulate Hakadosh Boruch

Hu.  It was for this reason that he was upset when there were no visitors; instead of rejoicing at the fact that no one else was needy that day, he was
troubled by the lost opportunity.  Lot’s attitude was quite different.  He hosted guests, because that was what he saw his uncle Avraham do.  To him,
hachnasas orchim was a nice minhag (custom), and he became very attached to his minhagim.  So much so, he would violate local ordinances just so
as not to deviate from his customs.  The people of Sedom even recognized Lot’s strong attachment to custom and asked him why he was trying to
introduce his “evil” customs in Sedom.

“Minhag Yisroel Torah”, and Jewish customs are rooted in sacred sources.  However, we must not lose sight of the reasons why we observe
them, or fulfill any of the mitzvos. Torah and mitzvos are meant to change us; to make us better and more godly people.  This is the way of Avraham

Avinu.  Keeping old customs because they are traditional, or doing mitzvos out of rote can lead us to acting ludicrous, just as was the case with Lot.

:ilÎwgvi rnydÎlk midl` il dyr wgv dxy xn`ze 

 Chazal tell us that when Avraham and Sarah's tefilos to have a child were answered, barren women throughout the world also conceived.
While this definitely added to the lives of many, it is difficult to understand why Hashem saw it's necessary to expand the miracle to include others who
were perhaps less deserving of experiencing such open miracles.

   HaRav Avrohom Pam zt"l explains that had Hashem merely granted Sarah Imeinu her request for a child, her simcha would not have been
complete. Although her tefilos would have been answered, Sarah Imeinu could never fully rejoice if others were still suffering. As pained as she was by
her own situation, she saw beyond herself and felt the despair of others as well. Hakadosh Boruch Hu wanted Sarah to be completely happy when
Yitzchak was born and so He had to cure all barren women.
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    Simchos are wonderful. Whether it is a wedding or a birth, we are often overcome with joy. While these emotions are both natural and most
appropriate, we must remember acheinu kol beis Yisroel ha'nesunim b'tzarah - our fellow Jews who either do not have what to celebrate, or are
otherwise experiencing other difficulties.  This does not mean that we should not celebrate, but we must realize that when others are in pain, our joy is
incomplete.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

“ H a l a c h i c    D i s c u s s i o n “
“MAYIM ACHRONIM : WASHING OFF MELACH SEDOMIS ”

 The Gemara (Berachos 53b) expounds the posuk (Vayikra 20:7) “v’hiskadashtem” (and you shall sanctify yourselves....) to refer  to the
mitzvah of washing mayim rishonim (i.e. before eating bread). The posuk continues “v’hiyisem kedoshim” (and you shall be holy), which the Gemara
tells us refers to mayim achronim (washing after the meal, before bentching). From here it would appear that the obligations of mayim achronim and
mayim rishonim are of a similar nature. In meseches Chulin (105a) however, the gemara says that the reason to wash mayim achronim is because of
melach sedomis, the salt that came to be upon the destruction of Sedom. This salt was very potent and could chas v’sholom blind a person if it can in
contact with his eyes. Although people did not use melach sedomis per se, it was common to find a few grains of this salt, mixed in with other salt.
Rashi explains that since Chazal advise using salt at all meals, there was concern that one may come to touch his eyes while he has salt on his hands.
Chazal therefore required washing mayim achronim before reciting birkas hamazon.

The Rishonim differ as to how to resolve these two gemaros: Tosfos in Chulin understands that Chazal instituted mayim achronim because of
the concern of melach sedomis. The posuk “v’hiyisem kedoshim” is no more than an asmachta and Chazal simply used the posuk to convey to us that
one must wash both before and after eating. The two washings however, are completely different in nature. As such, Tosfos argues, since we no longer
have melach sedomis, there is in fact no need to wash mayim achronim before bentching, and although the Shulchan Aruch (O.C. 181:1) rules that
mayim achronim is an absolute obligation, he later writes that some had the custom to follow Tosfos and not wash mayim achronim. The Rema in
Darkei Moshe attests that indeed this was the prevalent custom, (although in Shulchan Aruch, he makes no comment on the words of the mechaber.)
Those who have the custom not to wash mayim achronim rely on this opinion of Tosfos. See however the Aruch Hashulchan who explains that melach
sedomis did not disappear from the face of the earth. Rather, he explains, it is found mixed in with sea-salt. In the times of Tosfos however, the salt they
used was mined from the ground. Accordingly, Tosfos’ leniency would not apply in Eretz Yisroel and other such places where the salt is produced from
the sea. Even in western countries, one who uses sea-salt would need to wash mayim achronim even according to Tosfos.

Most Rishonim however understand that both Gemaros are correct, and Chazal mandated mayim achronim for both reasons, and even where
there is no concern of melach sedomis, one still needs to wash for reasons of kedusha, i.e. that his hands be clean when he recites birkas hamazon.
(See the Bach who cites the Orchos Chaim that if one’s hands are dirty from food he ate during the meal, and he wishes to recite a beracha on wine or
a dessert which is not covered by the hamotzi he recited at the beginning of the meal, he must clean his hands for the honor of the beracha. Although
most people are not particular when it comes to a beracha rishona, by its very nature, birkas hamazon requires greater kavana and respect.) These
Rishonim however disagree as to which was Chazal’s main reason for mayim achronim, the practical difference being whether or not one recites a
beracha on mayim achronim; if the main reason to wash is because of the danger presented by melach sedomis, one would not need to recite a
beracha as Chazal did not mandate berachos over things that are done for one’s physical well-being. If however, the main reason is because of
kedusha, then one would recite a beracha just as he does over mayim rishonim. Practically, no beracha is recited. (It is worth noting that the opinion of
the Ra’avad is that while one must always wash mayim achronim, he only recites a beracha if his hands are dirty. It would seem that he understands
that Chazal instituted mayim achronim for both reasons. The poskim discuss other practical differences as well, for example whether one can put off
washing until [immediately] after bentching.)

Most poskim are of the opinion that one should be careful to wash mayim achronim, in accordance with the opinion of most Rishonim, and not
like Tosfos. This was the opinion of the Gra and the Maharashal. In addition, the Magen Avraham writes that the mekubalim are very particular about
washing mayim achronim. (See also Shawls u’Teshuvos Min HaShomayim who uses very strong language and implies that one who is lax in this
halacha does not merit the same level of Divine protection as those who are particular to wash.)

One who has a very strong minhag not to wash, (i.e. not that he just doesn’t, but has a strong mesorah or family custom not to wash mayim
achronim.) should continue to follow his custom. Interestingly enough, the prevalent custom is that women are not careful to wash mayim achronim. The
poskim discuss why this is so. Some suggest that since we no longer have melach sedomis, and also eat with forks and knives our hand are generally
clean and therefore neither reason applies. Although men should still wash, this is primarily because of the warning of the mekubalim, and as a rule,
women do not generally conduct themselves with stringencies that are based in kabalah. It would seem therefore, that a woman whose hands became
dirtied by the food, should wash them before bentching. It would seem however, she should do so under the kitchen faucet, so that it does not appear
as if she is being careful with mayim achronim. Women who are careful to wash mayim achronim should continue doing so.
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